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UEARS Vision:
UEARS aims to be the meeting point for the sharing
of evidence-based practices by reputable national
and international figures in the field of ART.

About Us:
Dear Professors, doctors, and guests,
We are delighted to announce the launch of Upper Egypt Assisted Reproduction Symposia
or UEARS.
As the name implies, UEARS consists of a series of symposiums with a vision of being the
meeting point for reputable national and international figures in the field of ART in the land
of Egypt.
The mission of UEARS is to link all areas of assisted reproduction and infertility with
all their sub-disciplines by bringing the opinion of top leaders in the field to in-depth
discussions on the unyielding issues in our rapidly progressing profession.
On the land of the thousand minarets, Cairo, and in one of its best year seasons, we have
the honor of being the destination for our symposium entitled:

New Horizons in ART

“An International Symposium In The Land of The Pharaohs”
The symposium will be held on February 4th and 5th, 2016.
Our first symposium will provide a series of specialized theoretical pieces and workshops,
all targeted to meet the expectations of our colleagues in the practice of ART. Besides, we
are very proud to declare the participation of a distinguished, specialized speaker in our
first symposium.
We would like to invite you all to join us in modeling and bringing out of the shade such a
challenging program and in contributing to a hopefully fruitful and energizing symposium.
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Sponsorship & Exhibition Packages

Platinum Sponsorship (60,000 EGP)
* Branding on conference banner.
* Branding displayed at the registration area.
* A double standard sized booth in a premium location.
* Four complimentary exhibitor badges.
* Logo displayed and company credited as platinum sponsor on
conference book.
* Logo displayed and company credited as platinum sponsor on
all electronic bulletins and e-mail blasts.
* Logo banner on conference homepage.
* Two free promotional inserts placed in delegate conference
bags.
* Two page color advertisement in conference book.
* Complimentary registration for 8 delegates of the company’s
choice, providing that they are eligible to attend the conference

Gold Sponsorship (50,000 EGP)
* Branding on conference banner.
* Branding at the registration area.
* A standard sized booth in a premium location.
* Three complimentary exhibitor badges.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Gold sponsor on conference book.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Gold sponsor on all electronic
bulletins and e-mail blasts.
* Logo banner on conference homepage.
* One free promotional inserts placed in delegate conference bags.
* Half page color advertisement in conference book.
* Complimentary registration for 5 delegates of the company’s choice,
providing that they are eligibl

Sliver Sponsorship (40,000 EGP)
* A standard sized booth.
* Two complimentary exhibitor badges.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Sliver sponsor on conference
book.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Sliver sponsor on all electronic
bulletins and e-mail blasts.
* One free promotional insert placed in delegate conference bags.
* Quarter page color advertisement in conference book.
* Complimentary registration for 3 delegates of the company’s choice,
providing that they are eligible to attend the conference.

Normal Sponsorship
* A premium stand

10,000 EGP

* A standard sized booth (2*3 m)

15,000 EGP

BOOTH CANCELLATIONS
In case of releasing assigned space prior to Jan 1, 2016, and after Management has processed application,
will be refunded all. Any company canceling on or after Jan 20, 2015, is responsible for the full cost of the
contracted exhibit space.

Gala Dinner (25,000 EGP)
* Day of the conference (per 50 delegates).
* A standard sized booth.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Gala Dinner sponsor on Conference
Book.
* Logo displayed and company credited as Gala Dinner sponsor on all
electronic bulletins and e-mail blasts.
* Placement of sponsor-provided branding at Gala Dinner Venue.
* 3(m) * 2(m) Banner bearing company logo as Gala Dinner Sponsor.
Printing and advertising opportunities – Advertisement in Official Congress Program

* Inside Full Page (5000 EGP).
* Inside Half Page (3000 EGP).
* Inside Quarter Page (2000 EGP).
* Back Cover (Full Page) (6000 EGP).
* Inside Front (Full Page) (5000 EGP).
* Branded CD with Congress Abstracts (3000 EGP)

Accommodation & Registration
Sponsorship
Individual Registration

500 EGP

Including: (Access to scientific sessions- Access to Exhibition Area -Congress kit and name
badge- Final Scientific Program - Certificate of Conference - Coffee breaks- Lunch)

For Sponsorship registration and accommodation:
EMA conferences: 01022996691
For scientific details contact the organizing committee:
Mob: 01271717112
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